
Brazil has a large coastline on the eastern 
side of South America, stretching 7491 
kilometres in length. The UK’s coastline 
stretches 12 500km. How many more 
kilometres of coastline does the UK have 
compared to Brazil?

Brazil Q

There are around 2500 airports in Brazil. 
If 684 new airports were built, how many 
airports will there be altogether?

Brazil Q

The highest mountain in India is 
Kanchenjunga, standing at 8598 metres. 
Kanchenjunga is the third highest mountain 
in the world. The highest mountain in the 
world is Everest, standing at 8848 metres. 

What is the difference in height between 
Kanchenjunga and Everest?

India Q
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Everest: 8848m

K2: 8607m

Kanchenjunga: 8598m

Lhotse: 8511m

What is the total height of the world’s three 
highest mountains?

India Q

China has the fourth longest river in the 
world, the Yangtze River, which reaches 
5797km in length.

Eddie rows 183km on day 1, on day 2 
he rows 97km and on day 3 he rows 
213km. How much further has he got to 
row to complete the length of the river in 
kilometres?

China Q

China has the fourth longest river in the 
world, the Yangtze River, which reaches 
5797km in length.

Herbert rows 173km on day 1, on day 
2 he rows 54km and on day 3 he rows 
178km. How much further has he got to 
row to complete the length of the river in 
kilometres?

China Q
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The first man to walk on the moon was 
American Neil Armstrong on 21st July 
1969. How many years have passed since 
Neil Armstrong walked on the moon?

USA Q

The tallest mountain the US is Mt. McKinley, 
located in the state of Alaska. It reaches 
6194m above sea level.

If I start climbing at 1394m above sea 
level and climb a further 345m, how much 
further do I need to climb to reach the top 
of Mt. McKinley?

USA Q

The currency of Iceland is the Icelandic króna.

Glacier Walking: 96 króna

Ice Climbing: 132 króna

Snorkelling the Silfra: 595 króna

Snow-mobiling: 847 króna

Jenna has 1653 króna. If she wanted to go snow-
mobiling and glacier walking, how much money 
would she have left?

Iceland Q
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Handball is the main traditional sport 
of Iceland. Other popular sports include 
football (soccer), basketball, swimming and 
horse riding.

In a school of 1394 students, 393 like 
football, 145 like basketball and the 
remaining like handball. How many 
students liked handball?

Iceland Q

The most famous of Moroccan dishes is 
couscous. Other popular dishes include pastilla, 
tajine and harira. 
Couscous: 156 dirham
Pastilla: 35 dirham
Tajine: 464 dirham
Harira: 643 dirham
How much would it cost if Sol wanted two 
portions of couscous and one portion of harira?

Morocco Q

From 1912 to 1956, Morocco was divided 
into French and Spanish zones.

How many months were Morocco divided 
into French and Spanish Zones?

Morocco Q
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Lake Baikal is the largest freshwater lake 
in the world. It reaches 5387 feet in depth 
and contains around 20% of the world’s 
unfrozen fresh water.

If a submarine was 2498 feet underwater, 
how much further does the submarine need 
to travel until it reaches the bottom of the 
lake? 

Russia Q

Russia’s Volga River is the longest in Europe, 
with a length of around 3690 kilometres. If 
Maaria sailed 1353 kilometres, how much 
further does she need to go to sail the length 
of Volga River?

Russia Q

A ferry travelling from mainland Italy to 
Sicily can take 1734 passengers. There 
are already 1584 on board. A travel agent 
booked another 485 people for the cruise. 
How many people will not be able to travel?                                 

Italy Q
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Ferry prices to Sicily: 

Adult: 35.60 euros

Child: 17.45 euros 

Mr Kanesh has 100 euros. How much 
change would he receive if he bought two 
adult tickets and one child?

Italy Q

The distance between the UK and Poland is 
2047km. If Dominika has already travelled 
1284km, how much further does she have 
left to go?

Poland Q

Juan wants to know how many holidays 
were booked in March. He found out that 
395 holidays were to Poland while 828 
holidays were to Croatia. How many more 
holidays were booked to Croatia than 
Poland? 

Poland Q
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Kenya features many national parks and 
wildlife reserves, with safaris being a 
popular activity for visitors.

In March, 4385 people visited the national 
parks and in April, 8492 people visited the 
national parks. How many more people 
visited the national parks in April compared 
to March?

Kenya Q

Kenya shares Lake Victoria, the world's 
second largest fresh water lake, with 
Tanzania and Uganda.

The fishermen are only allowed to catch 
675 fish a week. If the fishermen caught 
134 fish on Monday and on Tuesday they 
caught 78 fish, how many more fish can 
they legally be allowed to catch during the 
rest of the week?

Kenya Q
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